


 
 
Start each wet weather session in a circle, to establish the group and ensure they 
understand there is a plan, and multiple activities they can now take part in.  
Make sure you drip feed the activities and games, so as not to ‘peak too soon’, and 
stagger your events to make best use of time.  
 
Start off with one of the following Icebreakers! 
 
 
JIMMY 

• Ask the guests to gather in a circle. 
• Explain to the group that they should copy what you do… and they will 

solve the mystery of Jimmy! 
• Tell them to hold their left hand up with all fingers spread out. 
• Touch the index finger of your right hand to the tip of your left pinky, ring, 

middle, index fingers, then slide it down the slope to your thumb and touch 
the tip of your thumb. Then slide up the slope from thumb to index and 
touch the tip of each finger in the opposite direction. 

• While doing this, you chant "Jimmy, Jimmy, Jimmy, Jimmy, Whoop, 
Jimmy, Whoop, Jimmy, Jimmy, Jimmy, Jimmy." Jimmy each time you 
touch a fingertip and Whoop when sliding up or down the slope. 

• Now ask the guests (one by one) to repeat what you did.  
• The secret is that you say ‘OK’ before the routine. 
• Only by completing the full routine and saying ‘OK’ at the beginning will 

they successfully solve the mystery of Jimmy 
 
YELLOW’S OK 

• Ask the guests to gather in a circle. 
• And tell them that ‘Yellow’ is okay, but ‘Blue’ is not.  
• Ask them for other things that are ‘okay’. 
• Anything that contains a double letter will be okay, anything that does not 

contain it will not be. So if they say… ‘Green is okay’ they would be correct, 
Pillows are okay too… and Sheep; but Blankets and Cows aren’t. 

• Individually work your way around the group until they have all worked 
out the rule! 

THE MOON 

Ice Breakers 



• This Ice Breaker should be done on the opposite week to ‘Jimmy’. 
• Ask the guests to gather in a circle. 
• Explain to the group that they should copy what you do… and they will 

solve the riddle of ‘The Moon’. 
• Tell them to hold their left hand out flat (palm up). 
• They then use their index finger to draw a circle on the palm of their hand 

(representing the moon), two dots (representing the eyes), a line 
(representing the nose) and a semi circle (representing the mouth). They 
would then draw another imaginary circle to complete the action.  

• While doing this, you chant “The Moon is round, it has two eyes, a nose 
and a mouth… the moon is round.” 

• Now ask the guests (one by one) to repeat what you did.  
• The secret is that you have to cross your arms at the end. 
• Only by completing the full routine and crossing your arms (even if they 

didn’t mean too!) will they successfully solve the riddle of ‘The Moon’. 
 
ONE UP, ONE DOWN 

• Announce that you're going to play "One Up, One Down." Ask that 
anyone who knows how to play not reveal the rules of the game. Sit in a 
semblance of a circle. 

• Begin by saying, "I'll start." Then you say one of the following:  
• "One up, one down;" "Two up;" or, "Two down," whatever the case may 

be. 
• The person next to you must give one of the three available responses 

(again, the appropriate responses are "One up, one down," "Two up," or 
"Two down"). You tell that person whether he or she has correctly 
answered or not. If it is an incorrect response, let them know! 

• You play until every person has figured out the hidden rule. Usually 
there is at least one person who needs it rather hammily played out for 
them until he or she gets it. 

• The rule is the position of the hands. If one hand is on the lap and the 
other hand is above, by their head or holding a drink etc. then the 
response is "One up, one down." If both hands are down, then the 
response is "Two down." If both hands are up, then the response is "Two 
up." 

 
The remaining activities can be brought out at intervals and as per the size/interests 
of the group.  



 
Equipment 

• 1 Deck of Giant Cards	
 
Preparation 
Ensure you have plenty of space for your giant playing cards and a clear surface. 
Divide the guests into the necessary number of teams and deal the cards 
accordingly.  
 
SLAM / SPIT 
 

• Once the cards are shuffled, the dealer will divide the deck equally 
between himself and his partner with the jokers removed. This should 
equate to 26 cards each face down. Each player needs to lay out five 
piles on the table. To do this, four cards should be placed face down, and 
one card face up. Then the next card is placed face up on the first face 
down card at which point another three face down cards. This step will 
continue until all of the five piles have a face up card. The sequence of 
up and down is similar to laying out the cards for a game of solitaire. The 
remaining cards will be placed at the side of the pile for you to discard. 

• Your discard piles are called the spit piles, which consist of the five cards 
placed face up and your pile in the middle.  

• When you are finally ready to go, you both shout “Spit”. You will then, at 
the same time, turn over the first card in your down pile. If you have a 
match you will take the card and place it on top of your other card. If you 
have a run you will take the card and place it on top of the pile. 

• As an example, your and a friend call spit. You turn your first card up and 
it’s an Ace. You have an Ace in your row of five, so you take the Ace off 
the row of five and place it on the discard pile. You also have a two, 
which means you can remove the two, turn up the card underneath it 
and place the two on the discard pile. 

• When no more moves remain, you and your partner call out “Spit” and 
go a second round. The object of the game is to turn over all of your 
cards and shed them before your opponent. 

• When a player runs out of cards in their sequence of five before their 
opponent, that player slams their hand on the pile of cards they want to 
keep from the spitpiles. The other player will then be forced to pick up 
the remaining pile, which is generally the larger of the two. 

• The two players will re-deal the hands again using the same deal as 

Giant Card Games 



above and start again. This will continue until a player has run out of 
cards. 

 
 
PONTOON 

• Deal out cards face-up until someone gets a jack. That player then 
becomes the banker, and will remain so until another player gets a 
pontoon. Now decide on your maximum and minimum bets. For immediate 
purposes we'll say the minimum bet is one carrot, the maximum is five (far 
more nutritious and sensible than risking real money). 

• What the non-bankers are trying to do is assemble a better hand than the 
banker - which is to say, cards totalling as close to 21 as possible without 
going over. Ace counts as one or 11 points, as the holder prefers; the 10 
and court cards are worth 10; the rest have face value. The best possible 
hand is a two-card 21, or pontoon: an ace plus a royal card or 10. Next is 
a five-card trick: five cards of any total value (under or equal to 21, 
obviously). 

• The banker always deals and starts by giving one card face down to each 
player, including herself. The other players look at their cards, then bet 
anything between the minimum and maximum agreed amounts. The 
banker now gives them all a second card. Starting with the player to 
banker's left, each player has several choices; if you have a pontoon, turn 
your ace face up, place it on top of your other card and pass the turn. 
Otherwise, you may ... 

• Stick: Ask for no more cards, because you are happy with the total 
(although you cannot stick on less than 15). 

• Advertisement 
• Twist: Ask the banker to turn over the next card face up. You can do this 

up to three times, or until you are bust. 
• Buy a card: Pay a further stake to receive another face-down card from 

the banker. You can do this up to three times. You can opt to twist after 
buying, but never to buy after twisting. 

• Split: If you hold two cards of the same value. In this case you turn up both 
cards, with a bet on each; the banker deals one more face down to each, 
and you play both hands as normal. 

• At the end of this phase, each player will either have announced a pontoon, 
gone bust, or stuck with cards adding up to between 15 and 21 (or a five-
card trick - you can't hold any more than five). Now the banker turns over 
her cards, and sticks or twists until satisfied (a banker can stick on any 
total, but can't buy or split). The other players turn over their cards and 
all bets are settled. 



• In the event of a tie, the banker wins, so a banker's pontoon is unbeatable. 
Pontoons are worth double stakes both ways. There's no shuffling 
between deals unless someone had a pontoon that round. 

 
CHEAT 

• Ace is high and low, and suits are irrelevant. Deal out all the cards. The 
player to dealer's left places a number of face-down cards on the table. 
They then declare a number, plus a rank - for example, "three queens". If 
no one disputes this, play passes to the next player, who places more cards 
on the pile and announces a number of cards of a value one higher or one 
lower (to follow our example, "one king" or "one jack"). Whether or not 
you are holding cards of the right ranks, you must lay at least one card 
down. If aces are played, the next player can go "through the roof" up to 
twos. 

• If anyone thinks the discarder is lying, they shout "Cheat!" before the next 
player begins their turn, and the cards are turned over. If they are as 
announced, the doubter picks up the entire pile. If a deception is revealed, 
the deceiver picks them up. 

• The main drawback to the basic game is that, once you are reduced to a 
few cards, finishing is nigh on impossible. If you're left with a five, what are 
the odds the player to your right is going to play a four or six? You can lie, 
but you're bound to be called. Just forge ahead on a wing and a prayer. 

	
OLD MAID 
 
Decks One, with a queen removed	
Aim: To avoid being left with the last queen and being renamed the 'old maid' 
How to play 

• Deal out all of the cards.  
• Before play begins, everyone should look through their hands, putting any 

pairs (ie two kings, two threes) on the table.  
• Now, players take it in turns to offer all their cards, face down, to the 

person on their left.  
• After taking a single card, that person checks to see if they've made 

another pair to be discarded. Then they offer their cards to the next player. 
And so on. When all the cards are gone, one player will be left with the old 
maid. They lose. 

 
MEMORY 

• Spread cards randomly over the playing surface, face down, until none 
overlap. 	



• Players take it in turn to pick two cards of their choosing. 	
• If the cards have the same rank (two sixes, for example), the player keeps 

the pair and plays again. 	
• If not, the cards are returned to their face-down position and it's the next 

person's turn. Play until all the cards have been matched. 	
• The player with the most pairs wins.	

 

GO FISH 
• Deal five cards to each player and leave the rest of the stack face down on 

the table.  
• Play commences to the left of dealer.  
• The starting player asks one other player for a card belonging to a certain 

rank (ie a four or a king). Importantly, the asker must already hold at least 
one card belonging to the rank they are requesting - otherwise, it's an 
illegal ask. Someone will notice sooner or later. 

• If the player cannot comply, they reply "go fish". The asker picks up a card 
from the deck and play moves along to the next person. If, however, the 
asked player does have a card of the correct rank, they surrender it to the 
asker, who can then request another card from any other player. They 
continue until someone tells them to "go fish". 

• When a player collects four cards of the same rank they have collected a 
trick, which they should put on the table in front of them. If at any stage 
laying down a trick leaves this player with no cards in their hand, they pick 
up the top card from the deck and the turn moves along to the next player. 

• The game is over when all this fishing has left the deck depleted and 
nobody has any cards remaining that are yet to be made into tricks. 

• Whoever has the most tricks is the winner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Equipment 

• Pie face	
• Bottle top challenge 
• Scrabble 
• Logo Game 
• Monopoly 
• 7 in 1 Deluxe Board Game set (Playing cards, chess, dominoes, 

backgammon, cribbage, draughts and poker) 
• 10 in 1 Deluxe Board Game set (Backgammon, chess, chinese checkers, 

dominoes, draughts, mikado, nine men morris, ludo, playing cards and 
snakes and ladders) 

• Brain Bogglers 	
• Mind Benders	

	
Preparation 
Ensure that you have access to a suitable indoor space with plenty of chairs and 
surfaces to play on. Set up the board games around the room in 'stations'. 
 
Format 
Can run as either a casual gaming hour, or alternatively as a 'speed dating' style 
session, with players playing on teams for two minutes at each game before moving 
to the next- the team who are winning the most of the board games at the end of 
the session wins! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Board Game Bonanza 



 
Equipment 

• Themed picture quiz posters	
• Jotter pens	
• Quiz sheets	
• Daytime music on Roadman	

 
Preparation 

• Fix the provided theme posters around the room with each picture clearly 
labelled. Create a 'starting point' with your Jotter pens. 
 

Format 
• The guests are free to roam around the room with their quiz sheets and 

pens, filling in their answers	
• Collect the completed quizzes at the end of the session and announce the 

winner!	
	
ANSWERS	
	
1: ARNOLD SCHWARNEGGER AND AL PACINO  
2: DONALD TRUMP AND LEONARDO DICAPRIO 
3: TOM CRUISE AND BRAD PITT 
4: GEORGE W BUSH AND GEORGE CLOONEY 
5: KATE WINSLET AND LIV TYLER 
6: JENNIFER LOPEX AND ANGELINA JOLIE 
7: NICOLE SCHERZINGER AND CHERYL COLE 
8: PAMELA ANDERSON AND DOLLY PARTON 
9: PRINCE CHARLES AND PIERS BROSNAN 
10: JK ROWLING AND JULIANNE MOORE 
11: TOM HANKS AND GEORGE CLOONEY 
12: JOHN TRAVOLTA AND TOM CRUISE 
13: BONO AND ED SHEERAN 
14: PUTIN AND OBAMA 
15: EMMA WATSON AND RUSSELL BRAND 
16: ELTON JOHN AND PAUL MCCARTNEY 
17: PIERS MORGAN AND JEREMEY CLARKSON  
18: SEAN CONNERY AND ANTHONY HOPKINS 
19: THE QUEEN AND KEITH RICHARDS  
20: BRENDAN FRASIER AND ROBIN WILLIAMS 

Walkabout Quiz 
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